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Home in your hands 

 

 

Water Leak Detector 

Type  S4H-WLD-04 

Installation and Operating Instructions  

Version for Smartphones and tablets with ANDROID operating system 

 

1. Description of the Water Leak Detector 

The detector comprises a probe and assessment electronics.  The assessment electronics 

measure the resistance between the probe's electrodes.  The detector recognizes three conditions: 

the probe is not connected, the probe is connected and not flooded, the probe is flooded. The 

condition of the probe takes place in a 16-sec interval; the moment of measurement is indicated by 

flashing green LED. 

The status of the detector is sent through the local AP (Access point or router) and Internet to a 

cloud immediately with every change of the status - flooding of the detector or water level drop - or 

regularly in the interval of four hours to check the status, correct operation of the detector and 

communication. The measurement and message dispatch can be initiated by pressing a button on 

the detector. The detector communicates with AP in wireless mode, through Wi-Fi 802.11b/g/n. 

Using an application in your Smartphone or tablet you can monitor the status of the detector or be 

notified about a change of its status. The information on the status of the battery is transmitted 

together with the detector status information. The transmitted information is secured by encryption. 

The water leak detector is powered by batteries (2xLR6 - Size AA), or 5VDC voltage via a 

connector Micro USB B. Power supply or cables are not included, but can be ordered separately. 

 

2. Installation manual  

 

The universal probe may be used in horizontal or vertical position. Probe is 

attached using a bolt and plastic washers (included) so both electrodes are on 

the monitored level or touch a non-conducting base, flooding of which should be 

indicated (bathroom floor), or lay horizontally (under the carpet).  The electrodes 

should not touch any conducting objects. Flooding is indicated in case of 

connection of both electrodes by water. The detector cable length is 2m (6,56 ft ). 

The cable between the probe and the detector can be shortened as needed.                                                                                                                      

Note: The assessing electronics of the detector contains two parts, sensitive to electro-static 

charge; do not touch the parts during installation, except the terminal block bolts and buttons.  
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Detector 1 is mounted using two bolts and dowel 

pins, included in the packaging, or two-sided 

adhesive tape on a dry, smooth and solid surface. 

Apertures for bolts are accessible after removing 

covers 2. The probe cables are connected using 

screw terminals 3 to the assessment electronics - 

terminal 1 and 2 (regardless of the polarity). The 

terminals are accessible after removing the cover 2.  

 

A second probe can be connected to the detector – terminals 3 and 4, but it is not a part of the 

packaging; it can, however, be ordered separately under ordering number S4H-WLDS-04 at 

www.smart4house.net  

The detector has to be located within the range of the AP/router (Access Point) signal with which it 

will work and to which it is configured and, at the same time, within 2m ( 6,56 ft ) from the probe 

(cable length).  

You can verify the AP signal quality in the future location of the detector using your 

Smartphone/tablet on the screen for Wi-Fi communication setting 

The detector should be located at an accessible location for easy initialization and battery 

replacement. The detector has to be located in areas without condensation of water vapors with 

temperature 0 ÷ 40°C resp. 32 ÷ 104°F. 

A Wi-Fi transmitter is a part of the detector. The detector should not, with respect to this fact, be 

used at a distance of less than 20cm  (8 inch ) from a human body.   

 

 

2.1. Connecting the power supply for the detector 

   Power supply 2xLR6 Size AA / Micro B USB S4H-WLD-04 
          

        
          

 

http://www.smart4house.net/
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Insert batteries 4 ( in the included manual marked as C ), or connect external Micro B USB power 

supply for S4H-WLD-00.  

The green LED 8 will start to flash after connection of the power supply in approx. 16 sec intervals. 

 

 

   Insert the batteries with respect to the polarity.    

  

 

3.  Detector commissioning 

3.1.  Smartphone/tablet set-up 

Download the free application Smart4house for devices with ANDROID  from the Google Play into 

your device. You will find the link to this application at www.smart4house.net/ 

 

 or use the QR code on the detector packaging 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After successful installation the Smart4house  application icon will appear between the icons 

By clicking this icon you will enter the application. 

 

In order to set up the detector you will need a MAC address, which can be found on the label on 

the removable cover 2, marked as Device MAC (twelve character alpha-numerical combination), 

the name of your local network ( SSID ) and the password to your Wi-Fi network.  

Note : SSID - Service Set IDentifier) is a unique identifier of each wireless Wi-Fi computer 

networks 

 

 

 

  Label on the removable cover. 

  Here, the MAC address is highlighted in red. 

The figure shows the terminal block  

and polarity of batteries. 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.smart4house.net/
http://cs.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wi-Fi
http://cs.wikipedia.org/wiki/Po%C4%8D%C3%ADta%C4%8Dov%C3%A1_s%C3%AD%C5%A5
http://cs.wikipedia.org/wiki/Po%C4%8D%C3%ADta%C4%8Dov%C3%A1_s%C3%AD%C5%A5
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3.2. Adding the detector in the Smart4house application with the iOS operating system  

Start the application  and proceed in the application according to the following instructions: 

 

 

 

3,2.a. Click the Menu option on the top application bar to display the 

main menu.  

 

Note: If there are some Smart4house devices already inserted 

aplication shows list of them. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2.b. Then select the Add service option. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2.c. Enter the name of your detector into the Device name field – 

its best to select a name according to location (e.g. cellar, 

bathroom…), enter the detector's MAC address into the MAC 

Address - see Art. 3.1. and click the Save button. 

 

 

 

If the detector has already been initialized and you want to add it to 

another Smartphone/tablet, you don't need to initialize the Wi-Fi 

again. 
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3.3  Initializing the detector's Wi-Fi connection 

 

 

3.3.a. Click the field with the detector's name to initialize the detector.  

Note:  If the detector has been already initialized, you can make a 

change, see 4.3 

 

 

 

 

3.3.b. Enter the name of your local network Network name ( SSID ) 

and a password for the home Wi-Fi network Password. After 

entering the required information, press the NEXT STEP button to 

continue. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.4.  Detector initialization 
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1. Press the button 5 and hold it for approx. 3-5 seconds, until the red LED 6 lights up. When 

the red LED is on, you can release the button. This LED signalizes creation of the AP mode in the 

detector (the detector created a Wi-Fi network named Smart4house). The duration of the AP mode 

is limited to 2 min., during this time you have to send the data from your Smartphone/tablet to the 

detector.  

 

 

3.4.a. By pressing the Next Step button you will go to the screen for 

completion of the initialisation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. After creating the AP mode, exit the application and go to the screen for Wi-Fi setting and 

connect your Smartphone/tablet to the "Smart4house" network.   

 

 

Now return to the Smart4house application. 

 

 

3.4.b. Send the data for initialization of the detector to your AP/router 

by pressing the Send to device button. 

It must be sent when the red LED 6 on the detector is on.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. In case of successful connection of the detector the red LED will switch off shortly after 

pressing the send to device and after approx. 5 sec. the first message about the measurement 

result will be sent, indicated by the yellow LED 7.  
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4. Sending the first message: The connection of the detector with the AP/router is indicated by 

yellow LED 7 continuously lit for approx. 16 sec. Sending the message from the detector to the 

cloud is indicated by flashing yellow LED. After successful transfer of a message to the cloud the 

yellow LED will go off and you can display the first message on your Smartphone/tablet. 

 

 

5. The green LED 8 will flash to indicate the measurement moment. 

 

6. You can initiate Immediate dispatch of the message (check measurement) by pressing the 

button 5 briefly (shorter than 2 sec.).  

Note: After a successful initialization of the detector the temporary network Smart4house should 

disappear and your Smartphone/Tablet should automatically reconnect to your AP network. If it 

didn't occur, perform the connection to the AP yourself.  

 

7. Close the box with cover 2 

 

8. You can start to use the device.  

To check the detector's functionality, proceed as follows: After clicking on the  icon you will 

enter the screen with the list of active sensors. By clicking the individual sensors you will enter the 

"Detail" screen, displaying the history of measurements of the particular sensor and, for battery-

powered sensors (or battery and USB powered), the condition of its battery, or in case the sensor 

is powered only through USB. 

 

 

4. Using the Smart4house application 

4.1 Detector's details, Secondary probe activation 

 

 

4.1.a. If the sensor is initiated (initialization confirmed by 

notification and subsequent change of status), you can access the 

detector's details by pressing (briefly) the field with the appropriate 

detector. 
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4.1.b. The message history from the cloud storage or settings can 

be displayed in the device details. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  4.1.c. The connection of the second probe can be activated using a  

check box in the water leak detector settings.  

 

 

 

4.2 Editing the detector 

 

4.2.a. To edit the sensor data (name and MAC address), first recall 

the action menu by long pressing of a field with the appropriate 

detector. 
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4.2.b. Than select the Edit option. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.2.c. The editing window will be displayed, through which it is 

possible to enter and, using the Save button, to store the new data. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.3 Wi-Fi reconfiguration 

 

4.3.a. Recall the action menu by long pressing of a field with the 

appropriate detector. 

 

Then select the Wi-Fi Configuration option. Then proceed 

according to 3.3. 
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5.  Sending e-mails 

The application allows sending messages about extraordinary events (except sending regular 

messages) to E-mail. The activation procedure for this service is the 

following: 

 

5.a.  Select the Email messaging option from the main menu. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.b. If you want messages to be sent to Email, check Email 

Messaging and save by pressing Save. 

If you want to remove E-mail address from the cloud, press 

Remove email.  

Pressing Remove email will get you to the following screen 5.c. 

Note: Button Choose device is showed only if the Email 

Messaging is allowed. 

 

 

 

5.c. For your E-mail to be removed from the cloud, write down your 

E-mail and press Remove.  A verification message will be sent to 

that E-mail address for removing your address from the cloud.  

Use the above address removal procedure if you reinstall the 

application or replace you Smartphone/Tablet. The same address 

cannot be saved in the new application until it has been removed 

from the cloud. 
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5.d. In this screen you can enable / disable sending email 

messages for each device separately. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.  Notes 

If the detector's communication with the cloud is interrupted for any reason for a period of 12 hours 

or longer, a message about communication interruption will be sent to your Smartphone/Tablet. 

If the detector is not active for more than one year, the detector is removed from the database in 

the cloud. If you want to reactivate such detector, the entire initialization in 3.2 has to take place. 

 

 

7.  Symbols and announcements used 

 

Water Leak Detector symbol 

 

 

This symbol shows the battery condition. The information 79% shows 

the remaining battery capacity 

 

When the battery capacity drops below 20%, this symbol will be 

displayed and an announcement for battery replacement sent. 

 

This symbol means the detector is powered from the Micro B USB  
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Note:  When the detector with 2xLR6 /USB power supply is powered from a USB and batteries are 

installed, the battery condition is indicated and the batteries serve as a back-up in case of 

interruption of power supply. If no batteries are installed, only the grid power supply icon is 

displayed. 

 

This announcement means the measuring contacts of the probe are not 

flooded  

 

This announcement means the measuring contacts of the probe are 

flooded 

 

The detector is not configured to your AP/router 

 

This announcement represents disconnection or 

interruption of the probe's cable 

 

This announcement means no message from the detector arrived to 

the cloud for a period over 9 hours. This condition can be caused by 

the detector's malfunction, loss of connection between the detector 

and AP (increase of signal attenuation for Wi-Fi signal, AP power supply malfunction of 

interruption) or interruption of AP connection to the Internet. 

 

8.   Battery replacement 

You will be informed about the drop of battery capacity to a critical level by a message on your 

Smartphone/tablet. To replace batteries, remove the cover 2 and replace the batteries with new 

ones of the same type - alkaline or lithium batteries LR6 AA size. Observe the correct polarity of 

the batteries during replacement - it is illustrated on the label on the cover. The operational status 

of the detector will be reestablished after battery replacement without any further manipulation, 

green LED 8 will start flashing in an approx. 16 sec. interval.  To check, we recommend recalling 

the message dispatch by brief pressing of button 5. The application will show the status of the 

detector and the current status. 

Note Do not leave discharged batteries in the detector. 

Store used batteries separately from the household waste for recycling or disposal. Hand batteries 

over to a recycling point according to local legislation. 
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9. Displaying detector's messages, announcements of status change 

The detector's status can be verified by opening the application, which shows the last 10 records. 

(Open the application on your Smartphone/tablet and select the detector) 

The detector indicates the probe's status - probe connected 

Environment status - probe not flooded, probe flooded 

Battery status - battery OK, replace battery 

 

Each record is completed with a time stamp. 

 

 

10.  Help desk 

In case of any trouble contact the manufacturer on the following address:  www.smart4house.net 

 

11.  S4H-WLD-04  Version's technical data (battery power supply) 

Manufacturer:   SPEL, a.s. Třídvorská 1402, 280 00 Kolín, CZ 

Dimensions:   90x103x21mm ( 3,54x4,06x0,82 inch ) 

Detector's weight:  130g (4,6 oz) incl. batteries 

Probe's cable length:  2m ( 6,25 ft ) 

Power supply:   2 pc. alkaline batteries LR6 AA size / Micro B USB - 5VDC 

Battery Life:   approx. 1 year 

Communication:  Wi-Fi  802.11 b/g/n 

Receiver/Transmitter:  WF-121 

Detector's range:  approx. 80m ( 262 ft ) - without obstacles 

Operating temperature: 0°C to 40°C ( 32 -104°F ) 

Use:                         designed for indoor use only 

Certification: CE 

 IC – The detector contains a Wi-Fi module IC ID: 5123A-BGTWF121  

 FCC – The detector contains a Wi-Fi module FCC ID: QOQWF121 

According to FCC the distance of persons from the detector should not be 

less than 20 cm ( 8 inch ) 

 

 

12.  Limitation 

The manufacturer is not responsible for damages arising from incompetent installation or 

operation. 

The transmission of information from the detector into your smartphone or tablet uses a whole 

range of technical means, which can affect the quality of transmission and its operation is not the 

responsibility of the manufacturer. 

The device is not designed for safety applications and it uses Apple Push Notification Service – 

APNS, resp. Google Cloud Messaging  - GCM, to transmit information on the status change, which 

dos not guarantee safe transmission. 

 

 

http://www.smart4house.net/
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13.  Equipment disposal 

 

Remove batteries from the detector. Dispose of the detector and the batteries according to the 

local regulation on waste disposal.  

RoHS - The detector does not contain any dangerous substances.  Directive 2002/95/EC 

 

14. Standards and certification 

 The detector corresponds with the following requirements: 

- ČSN EN 300 328 V1.7.1 

- ČSN EN 301 489-1, V1.8.1, EN 301 489-17,  V1.3.2  

- ČSN EN 60950-1  

- ČSN EN 61 000-4-3 ed.3:2006 +A1 +A2 

- ČSN EN 61 000-4-4 ed.2:2005 +A1  

- ČSN EN 61 000-4-6 ed.3:2009  

- ČSN EN 55 022 ed.3 : 2011 Art. 10 

 

a) CE Declaration of Conformity 

b)  Measurement report ABEGU No. P/13/01/51 

c) The detector complies with the requirements of FCC, certification No. QOQWF121  

d) The detector complies with the requirements of IC, certification No. 5123A-BGTWF121 

 

 

15. Photo 

 

 

                           


